Outdoor Activities –
L01 Know about Different Types of
Outdoor Activities

Task: LO1
• As a volunteer at an outdoor adventures centre the
boss has asked you to research different types of OA,
explain them, state what provision in the UK, what
skills you will develop. And then write a definition and
highlight the benefits of participation.

Definition
Definition of an outdoor activity (example) – These are activities that
don’t take place in buildings – they take place out of doors. They are
activities that are done on large areas of land, they are done on rivers,
sea or lakes and they are done in the air. Outdoor activities are done in
parts of the country that are the natural landscape. You can do them on
your own or as a member of a group.

Outdoor Activities
Examples and what they are –
Consider land, sea and air
• 0 - 8 = Pass
• 9 - 14 = merit
• 15+ = Distinction
IN YOUR OWN WORDS (include some pictures to help illustrate your presentation).

If you use anything that are not your own words you must add the website or it is
PLAGIARISM (copying others work) and it will mean you will lose all of your marks.

Hiking (example)
• Is going for a longer outdoor walk across various terrains such as
countryside, moors and forests. 12 million people in the UK hike, you
can join clubs to help you, the biggest is the Ramblers who have 550
groups and around 350 affiliated walking/hiking groups. Their
purpose is to promote walking, safeguarding paths, safeguard the
countryside and those who use it. Membership costs £3.50 per
month. The skills you will develop whilst hiking are navigation skills
like map reading and planning and using a compass.

Mountain Climbing (example)
• Is hiking and climbing to the top of a mountain which is known as the peak or
summit and then climbing back down. Most climbing is done in teams for
safety reasons and during the day, although you climb at night and on your
own but this is highly dangerous. The highest mountain in the UK is Ben Nevis
in Scotland, most of the year its peak is snow covered and most climbers can
scale the summit with the following personal equipment:
• Walking boots, compass, crampons or yak tracks, waterproof jacket and
pants, insulated clothing such as fleece, first aid kit, back pack, night climbs
are dangerous but if you do you will need a head torch / lantern (waterproof),
insulated socks / spare socks, basic first aid kit, high energy snacks, water
(camelback), hot drink, gloves, insulated hat, balaclava, rescue whistle,
mobile phone (waterproofed) for mountain rescue, 999 and ask for police.

Provision of Outdoor Activities in the UK
• Provision in sport and outdoor activities is how much support and
infrastructure there is in a particular sport or genre of sport.
• As a part of your coursework you have to investigate and explain the
provision of each of your activities locally and in the UK

Examples: (Kayaking provision)
• Kayaking: locally you can do Kayaking at the Helly Hansen water sports
centre in Salford Quays. The cost for an hours club kayaking session is just
£3 and this includes wetsuit, paddle and kayak hire and the coaching. The
National Governing Body for Kayaking falls under British Canoeing who
provide coaching qualifications such as …. And also …. and set up
competitions such as ….across the UK. There are 400 kayaking and
canoeing clubs across the UK as well as further 170 outdoor centres which
offer the sport. As the UK is an island with lots of rivers and access to the
sea there are thousands of possible places to Kayak and British Canoe look
after and advertise 90 river trails across the country which you can
compete. So I think provision for Kayaking is excellent because…..

MB1 EXAMPLE
Outdoor activity providers – you can do some of these activities locally at an
outdoor activity centre the nearest one to me is Leicester Outdoor Activity
Centre where you can do climbing, canoeing and camping. You can do snow
sports at the Snow dome in Tamworth.
National Sports Centres – you can go climbing, canoeing and mountain
walking from Plas–y–Brenin which is in the mountains in Snowdonia in North
Wales. You can do kayaking and canoeing and rafting at Holme Pierrepont
which is in Nottingham.
Voluntary organisations If you belong to the Guides you can do your Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award and you can do outdoor activities as part of this. You also
have to do expeditions which are walking trips.

L02 – Understand the Value of Participating in Outdoor Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exercise: e.g. Hiking …
Being with and making friends e.g. sailing …
Relieve stress e.g. canoeing down a river
Team building e.g. raft building ….
Overcoming fears e.g. abseiling ….
To compete e.g. Fell running …
Accomplishment e.g. climbing a mountain for charity
Enjoy the outdoors e.g. camping in …
Exploration e.g. mountain biking …
Learn new skills e.g. learning how to fly a glider
A break form the norm / mundane life e.g. skydiving
To view the countryside / animals e.g. scuba diving / snorkelling

The value of participating in outdoor activities (Example)
General benefits of participating in outdoor activities
Increased confidence – if I take part in an activity that I haven’t done before then I
will be nervous to start with. When I have been doing it for a while I will then gain
in confidence as I get better at it and know what I am doing.
Enjoyment and challenge – if it is something new because I have chosen this
course then I should enjoy it as I like to try out new things. As it will be new to me it
will be a challenge especially if it means I have to go up high as I don’t like heights
so I will find that a challenge.
Improved health and fitness – doing any exercise regularly is good for you. By
taking part in outdoor activities that will mean that if I do it often enough it will
improve my health as I will be outside in the fresh air. It will also improve my health
as I will be active doing something instead of sitting down.
Opportunity to socialise – I will be going with my sport class to do outdoor
activities and some people are new to me so I will get the chance to get to know
them better outside the classroom. We will have our lunch together so we will be
able to socialise and chat together.
Enjoyment of the Challenge, Environmental Aw.areness, Increased Motivation.

How participating in outdoor activities can help skills development
(example)
Social skills – we will be doing the activities together in a small group so we will get to
know each other well. We will get the chance to talk to each other while we are doing the
activity and on the way there and back and when we have breaks. This will help us to
develop our social skills as we want to work in sport and sport is a very social thing so if we
can mix with people and chat to them easily then that is what is needed when you work in
sport.
Team building skills – all of the activities we will be doing will mean we have to work
together to make sure we are safe when we are doing them. We will also need to help
each other as we have not done outdoor activities before so some people will be good and
other will be poor at the activity so we need to help each other work as a team. This is also
good as we will need to work as part of a team if we want to work in sport.
We will need to work together to solve any problems we come across so we need Problem
solving skills to be able to think about what we are doing and find a way to solve any
problems.
Communication skills – as we will be doing the activities with others we will need to talk to
them. As outdoor activities can be dangerous we will need to listen to the instructions
given to us so we know what we are doing so we can do it safely. This is important as when
we go to work in sport we will need to listen to what we are being told to do and we need
to talk to people we are working with and the public.
Decision Making Skills, Planning and Organising Skills.

